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Exhaust (5 for headers, 10 for turbo downpipes) 5-10

Increasing stock engine displacement (5 for each 5% ) 5-20

Independent throttle bodies 10

Camshaft 10

ECU flash/standalone (10 for NA, 20 for SC, 30 for turbo) 10/20/30

Forced induction above factory fit 40

Lightweight flywheel 5

Final drive substitution 10

LSD substitution 10

Sequential or DCT Transmission Swap 10

Sway Bars 5

Camber Adjustment 5

Coilovers (5 for 1&2-way adjustable, 10 for 3&4-way) 5/10

Big brake kit (5 for cast iron, 10 for carbon ceramic) 5/10

Lightweight Racing Wheels 5

Wider Tyres (greater than 10mm) 5

R compound semi-slick tyres 20

R compound slick tyres 40

Widebody 10

Front seats (5 per seat) 5/10

Interior removal (5 each - rear seat, sound dead, carpet) 5-15

HVAC removal 5

Lexan/composite windows (5 per window) 5-10

Lightweight body panels (5 per panel) 5-20

Functional aerodynamic aides (5 per side) 5-15

Lightweight battery 5

Category

Signed: ________________________________________________________   Date _______________

Annex-C      Competitor/Driver application to enter the 

Club's 2021 Supersprint Championship with declaration of 

Vehicle Data and Modification. 

Total Points

I, the competitor/driver (name) _________________________________________________      

own this automobile or have permission from the owner to drive it in the club's motorsport events and also 

confirm that the above modification sheet declaration for this automobile is correct and acknowledge that, 

if found to be incorrect, all points accrued for this championship year may be forfeit and I will be ineligible 

to accrue points for the remainder of this year.

Vehicle Year:   Model: (eg. 335i)    E/F/G Code:   NSW Rego:  

Description of all 

Modification

Modifications:           Please use 2021 Rules,  Annex A base points, Annex B     

modification points, add points here, include notes & QTYs as necessary

Base Points by calculation or taken from the Annex A tables  

Engine Swap points (3.1) as agreed with Motorsport Committee

Competitor/Driver Name:  
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